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Abstract
Human posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and retrosplenial cortex (RSC) form the posterior cingulate
gyrus, however, monkey connection and human imaging studies suggest that PCC area 23 is not
uniform and atlases mislocate RSC. We histologically assessed these regions in 6 postmortem cases,
plotted a flat map, and characterized differences in dorsal (d) and ventral (v) area 23. Subsequently,
functional connectivity of histologically guided regions of interest (ROI) were assessed in 163 [18F]
fluorodeoxyglucose human cases with PET. Compared to area d23, area v23 had a higher density
and larger pyramids in layers II, IIIc, and Vb and more intermediate neurofilament-expressing
neurons in layer Va. Coregisrtration of each case to standard coordinates showed that the ventral
branch of the splenial sulci coincided with the border between d/v PCC at −5.4±0.17 cm from the
vertical plane and +1.97±0.08 cm from the bi-commissural line. Correlation analysis of glucose
metabolism using histologically guided ROIs suggested important circuit differences including
dorsal and ventral visual stream inputs, interactions between the vPCC and subgenual cingulate
cortex, and preferential relations between dPCC and the cingulate motor region. The RSC, in contrast,
had restricted correlated activity with pericallosal cortex and thalamus. Visual information may be
processed with an orbitofrontal link for synthesis of signals to drive premotor activity through dPCC.
Review of the literature in terms of a PCC duality suggests that interactions of dPCC, including area
23d, orients the body in space via the cingulate motor areas, while vPCC interacts with subgenual
cortex to process self-relevant emotional and non-emotional information and objects and self
reflection.
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Introduction
The primate posterior cingulate gyrus is comprised of ventral bank retrosplenial areas 29 and
30 (RSC) and posterior cingulate areas 23 and 31 (PCC) including an extension into the
cingulate sulcus. According to stroke and functional imaging in humans and single neuron
electrophysiology in monkey, this region plays a role in memory access and visuospatial
orientation. Strokes in right hemisphere RSC/PCC can produce topographic disorientation
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(Takahashi et al., 1997) as did a splenial glioma (Bottini et al., 1990), while those in the left
hemisphere and tumors pressing preferentially on the left RSC produced severe anterograde
and retrograde memory impairments including that for verbal and visual information
(Valenstein et al., 1987; Rudge and Warrington, 1991). Functional imaging has shown this
region is part of a network that mediates topokinetic (spatial) navigation and memory (Ghaem
et al., 1997; Maguire et al., 1997; Berthoz, 1997, 1999). Alert monkey studies by Olson et al.
(1993, 1996) showed that neurons in the dorsal PCC were active while assessing large visual
field patterns and activity was tightly linked to the position of the eye in the orbit and the
direction and amplitude of saccadic eye movements. Finally, lesions of the anterior thalamic
nuclei, which project to RSC, disrupt object-in-place memory in monkeys, although cingulate
gyrus ablations did not (Parker and Gaffan, 1997). Taken together, it appears that RSC and its
thalamic afferents have a role in accessing long-term memories including those associated with
spatial orientation, while PCC is involved in topokinesis and related memories.
Functional imaging studies frequently activate PCC during facial and word recognition tasks
which might conflict to some extent with the above noted conclusion relating to visuospatial
orientation. An evaluation of the extent to which different cingulate subregions are activated
by emotional words and faces showed that anterior and midcingulate cortices were activated
only by stimuli expressing emotion, while vPCC was activated by both emotion-expressing
and non-emotional stimuli (Vogt et al., 2003). For example, happiness generated by personally
relevant memory and facial expressions activate vPCC (George et al., 1996; Phillips et al.,
1998; Damasio et al., 2000); however, non-emotional conditions also activate this region (Fink
et al., 1996; Maguire and Mummery, 1999; Shah et al., 2001; Bernstein et al., 2002).
Furthermore, studies of self-reflection and self-imagery activate the vPCC (Kircher et al.,
2001, 2002; Johnson et al., 2002; Phan et al., 2003; Sugiura et al., 2005) and this may be pivotal
to understanding the overall information processing functions of this region. Thus, the role of
this region in topokinesis may be related to the egocentric orientation of the body in relation
to external landmarks as well as faces and words with particular and personal meanings.
One intriguing aspect of functional imaging findings discussed above is that words, faces, and
self-reflection activate the vPCC including the caudomedial subregion (Vogt et al., 2003). The
caudomedial subregion is located on the ventral bank of the cingulate gyrus (Vogt et al.,
2001, 2004) and has direct projections to subgenual ACC; connections that dorsal PCC and
posterior MCC do not have (Vogt and Pandya, 1987). Furthermore, Shibata and Yukie
(2003) reported that the dorsal and ventral parts of PCC have unique thalamic connections with
the dPCC receiving inputs from the central latocellular, mediodorsal, and ventral anterior and
ventral lateral nuclei that do not project to the vPCC. The structural duality of PCC has also
been reported in monkey brain (Vogt et al., 2005). Thus, anatomical and functional studies
suggest that PCC is heterogeneous and its subdivisions interact differently with ACC.
The cytology and circuitry observations in monkey led us to formulate three hypotheses. First,
the human dPCC and vPCC have qualitatively unique cytological organizations when viewed
with antibodies that label proteins in neuronal somata and proximal dendrites. Second, these
two areas should have substantially different connections. To test this hypothesis, the border
between each division could be identified and the subareas were used as independent regions
of interest to seed correlation analyses in resting glucose metabolism for an assessment of their
functional connectivity with [18F]fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-
PET). Based on the thalamocortical and corticocortical connections in monkey, we predicted
that correlated activity would differ in both cortex and thalamus and these expectations could
be evaluated with well known monkey connections such as those between anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC; Vogt and Pandya, 1987) and vPCC. Finally, RSC has thalamic inputs that arise
mainly from the anterior thalamic nuclei and differ substantially from those in PCC (Vogt et
al., 1987) and RSC is heavily connected with adjacent area 23 (Vogt and Pandya, 1987). We
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predicted a heavy thalamic engagement with seeding limited to RSC and heavy correlations
with PCC. A final goal of this work was to evaluate the extent to which differences in circuitry
uncovered by the correlation analysis provide a basis for evaluating the mechanisms of their
differential functions. Since the literature has not been assessed from the perspective of two
divisions of PCC, a consideration of the functions of each subdivision was undertaken.
The results confirmed the first hypothesis by showing a structural dichotomy in the human
PCC similar to that in monkey. The differential visual inputs to d/vPCC were not predicted,
although they are compatible with the current assessment of the functional imaging literature.
Demonstration of interactions of vPCC with ACC and those of dPCC with premotor, dorsal
visual, and orbitofrontal regions all conform to well-established connections in monkey brain.
Interestingly, however, in spite of the heavy connections between RSC and PCC, the correlated
voxels were limited to the ventral part of the cingulate gyrus and thalamus. These findings lead
to new perspectives on the structure, connections and functions of PCC in terms of functional




Six brains were used that had complete cingulate gyrus staining (below) and the characteristics
of each case have been reported (Vogt et al., 2003). There were 4 males and 2 females, ages
of 52±2.7 years, brain weights of 1279±67 g, postmortem intervals of 10.8±2.5 hrs and causes
of death as follows: carcinoma (3); pneumonia (1), midbrain stroke (1), congestive heart failure
(1). All brains were obtained from the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner in cooperation
with the Chief of Neuropathology in the Department of Pathology at Wake Forest University
School of Medicine (Winston-Salem, NC). The brains were part of a family-approved autopsy
procedure that included brain assessment prior to the present analyses. All cases were
established as cognitively normal based on medical records and telephone interviews with close
family members to establish the level of job and family functioning just prior to death. A
neuropathological analysis, including deposition of amyloid beta peptides, neurofibrillary
tangles, Lewy bodies, and neurodegeneration, confirmed that cingulate cortex was normal. A
post hoc analysis was performed on a case cut in the horizontal plane to view borders identified
in the 5 coronal cases. This subject was a heavy smoker and two months before death he had
an unconscious episode. Although there was diffuse glia in the cerebral cortex; neuronal and
laminar architectures are normal in the cingulate gyrus and all thionin-stained neurons were
NeuN-positive.
The medial cortex was photographed for all cases, 5 cases were cut coronally into 8–42 blocks
and one was cut horizontally, and all were re-photographed. The blocks were immersion fixed
in either 10% formalin (n=1) or 4% paraformaldehyde (n=5). The former case had been fixed
for about 6 months and embedded in celloidin, while the latter five were fixed for 3–5 days
and cryoprotected in sucrose for immunohistochemistry. Every block from all cases was
sectioned into six alternating series and one series each used for thionin, neuron-specific
nuclear binding protein (NeuN), non-phosphorylated intermediate neurofilaments (SMI32),
and calretinin. Sections were pretreated with 75% methanol/7.5% hydrogen peroxide, followed
by a 3 min pretreatment with formic acid (NeuN only) and then a washing with distilled water
and two washes in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Sections were incubated in primary
antibody in PBS (SMI32, Sternberger Monoclonals, Lutherville, MD, 1:10,000 dilution,
mouse; NeuN, Chemicon, Temecula, CA, 1:1,000 dilution, mouse; calretinin, 1:3,000 dilution,
mouse, Chemicon) containing 0.3% Triton X-100 (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and 0.5 mg/ml
bovine serum albumin (Sigma) overnight at 4°C. Sections were rinsed in PBS and incubated
in biotinylated secondary antibody at 1:200 in PBS/Triton-X/bovine serum albumin for one
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hour. Following rinses in PBS, sections were incubated in ABC solution (1:4; Vector) in PBS/
Triton-X/bovine serum albumin for one hour followed by PBS rinses and incubation in 0.05%
diaminobenzidine (Sigma), 0.01% H2O2 in a 1:10 dilution of PBS for 5 min. After PBS rinses,
the sections were mounted, dried, thionin (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) counterstained (3
min; 0.05% in 3.7% sodium acetate, 3.5% glacial acetic acid, pH 4.5), dehydrated, and
coverslipped.
Data Analysis
There were five steps for the histological analysis. First, sections at a 1–2 mm interval were
macrophotographed at 1X with a MacroFire digital camera (Optronics, CA). Second, each
section was microscopically scanned to assess the structure of areas in terms of differences in
cytoarchitecture along the full extent of area 23. Third, the Talairach and Tournoux coordinates,
callosal sulcus, and anterior commissure of their case (1988; their Figure 42) was fitted to the
medial surface digital photograph of each postmortem case using two separate layers in Adobe
Photoshop 6.0 software (San Jose, Ca). Each case was aligned by reducing the opacity of the
Talairach and Tournoux image to 50% so the underlying brain could be observed. The case
and coordinate system were then aligned using the anterior commissures, the rostral, dorsal,
and caudal edges of the corpora callosa and the cingulate sulci as fiducials. This was a two-
dimensional co-registration and it was not necessarily uniform; i.e., both dimensions were
warped where needed to align the fiducials of each case to Talairach coordinates. Although
the fitting was not uniform, one of the benefits of using the medial surface alone is that
adjustments to accommodate the entire lateral surface in whole-brain coregistrations were not
required and this enhanced the accuracy of medial surface coregistrations. Fourth, 2–5
microphotographs were taken from all blocks, depending on their length in the A/P plane,
through layers III-VI at 150X and they were printed together for each case. Fifth, the
photographs were used to guide a final assessment of where the borders of each region were
located in the coregistrations so measurements from the vertical plane at the anterior
commissure (VCA) could be determined and a population mean±SEM calculated. This
variance is a measure of the variability of the histological border.
Regional flat map and standardized coordinates
Approximately half of PCC is in sulci and to expose this cortex for definition of
cytoarchitectural borders, the posterior cingulate gyrus was flattened in two dimensions as in
Figure 1 according to the following steps: a) Thirteen sections were macrophotographed at 1X
as discussed above at about 0.3 cm intervals throughout the posterior cingulate gyrus. b) The
distance between adjacent sulcal fundi and gyral vertices (dorsal and ventral apex of the gyral
surface) were measured at the layer IV/Va border. c) The corpus callosum (cc) was drawn from
the medial surface photograph into a digital file and each section aligned to it and dots placed
at each measured distance dorsal to the cc. d) The dots were connected to form the cingulate
gyrus dorsal bank, surface and ventral bank. This map is a one-dimensional map in the plane
of the arrow in Figure 1 pointing dorsally. Notice that the retrosplenial areas 29 and 30 form
the ventral bank of the cingulate gyrus. e) A second dimension flattening was performed in the
rostrocaudal direction by selecting the depths of each sulcus (dashed lines in Fig. 1) and moving
them rostral or caudal until the depth of the sulcus and/or surface of the cingulate gyrus were
represented approximately in the correct distance measured from the one-dimensional flat map
and surface photograph. The two-dimensional flat map is shown in Figure 1B. f) The flat map
was then copied, reduced to 30% opacity, and the borders of each area identified from
histological sections plotted onto the second map (Fig. 1C.). These borders were again adjusted
according to findings during high magnification photomicroscopy.
None of the dimensions shown in the flat map can be standardized to coordinates for functional
imaging because the two dimensions were highly modified to represent cortex on the surface
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and in the posterior cingulate, splenial, and callosal sulci. The macrophotographs of the medial
surface of each of the six cases were co-registered to the Talairach and Tournoux coordinate
system, the histological border between areas d23b and v23b identified in
immunohistochemical sections and on the co-registered medial surfaces and the means±SEM
calculated for the distance to the VCA and the bi-commissural lines.
Regional Correlation Analysis in Resting Glucose Metabolism
FDG-PET scanning was performed in 163 drug-free, healthy, right-handed volunteers (age 38
±18 years, mean±SD; 91 males). FDG-PET data were collected from four centers via on-site
advertisements: 68 subjects were scanned at the Cyclotron Research Centre in Liège (Siemens
CTI 951 ECAT); 40 at the Department of Nuclear Medicine of the University Hospital Sart
Tilman in Liège (Allegro Philips Medical System); 29 at the PET/Biomedical Cyclotron Unit
of the Erasmus University Hospital of the Université Libre de Bruxelles in Brussels (Siemens
CTI ECAT HR+); and 26 at the Department of Nuclear Medicine of the University Hospital
Gasthuisberg of the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (Siemens CTI ECAT HR+). A separate
analysis identifying possible center-related differences in bCCOI did not show significant
results for any ROI. A medical doctor (different at each center) excluded subjects with
noticeable medical, neurosurgical, neurological or psychiatric history or centrally acting drug
intake.
All paid volunteers gave their informed consent and the study was approved by each
University’s Ethics Committee. They were scanned approximately 15–20 mm above the
canthomeatal line in resting conditions with visual and auditory stimulation kept to a minimum.
Prior to the acquisition, subjects were instructed to relax, to refrain from moving and to avoid
any structured mental activity such as counting, silent singing, etc. Data were reconstructed
using a Hanning filter (cutoff frequency: 0.5 cycle/pixel) and corrected for attenuation and
background activity. Cerebral metabolic rates for glucose were measured after intravenous
injection of 5–10 mCi (185–370 MBq) [18F]fluorodeoxyglucose as described elsewhere
(Laureys et al., 2000).
Data were preprocessed and analyzed using statistical parametric mapping (SPM2 version;
Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, Institute of Neurology, London, UK; http//
www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) implemented in MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., Sherborn, MA).
Scans were spatially transformed into a standard stereotactic space and global metabolism
normalization was performed by proportional scaling.
Talairach and Tournoux coordinates were converted to MNI coordinates using the tal2mni
option, implemented in SPM (written by Matthew Brett;
www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/Common/mnispace.shtml; Duncan et al., 2000). Four
regions of interest (ROIs) were localized on the canonical Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) spatially normalized T1 weighted MRI image supplied by SPM2 based on the
topography of our histologically identified areas (dPCC, vPCC, area 23d, RSC) using the
MRIcro software package (Rorden & Brett, 2000). Mean normalized regional cerebral
metabolic rates for glucose within each ROI were used for further functional connectivity
assessment (i.e., metabolic cross-correlation studies) as described previously (Laureys et al.,
1999). In brief, the entire brain volume was examined for clusters of voxels where metabolic
activity correlated significantly with that measured in each of our histologically defined ROIs
(dPCC, vPCC, area 23d, RSC). Given that rCMRGlu in area 23d was not independent from
that measured in dPCC (high cross-correlation between both ROIs) the former ROI was
excluded from further modeling. The other covariates of interest did not show such cross-
correlation.
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The SPM design matrix included the 163 patients’ FDG PET scans (68+40+29+26) and took
into account center-related differences in mean levels of glucose consumption. The mean count
of FDG uptake of each of the four ROIs served as covariates for interregional correlation
analyses, in which voxels showing a significant correlation (i.e., functional connectivity) with
the covariate of interest were searched for within the whole brain. Results were considered
significant at false discovery rate (FDR)-corrected p value <0.001 (Genovese et al., 2002). In
the next step, interaction analyses identified significant differences in functional connectivity
between dPCC and vPCC (i.e., regions showing a significant difference in regression slope
with dPCC compared to vPCC) (Friston et al., 1997). Results were considered significant at p




Figure 1 orients the medial surface photograph and flat map formats of the posterior cingulate
gyrus and sections cut in the coronal plane (i.e., vertical arrow in A). The sulci are also labeled
and include a ventral branch (vb; asterisk) of the splenial sulci (spls). This branch is named
because it approximates the level of transition between dorsal and ventral divisions of PCC
and it is present in most brains. Ono et al. (1990) reported that 84% left and 88% right
hemispheres have this branch directed anteriorally toward the corpus callosum. This case was
flattened in two dimensions as noted with arrows; dorsally from the dorsal tip of the corpus
callosum and in the rostrocaudal direction. The flattening exposes the dorsal and ventral banks
of the cingulate gyrus and cortex in the splenial sulci. Using the macro- and microphotographic
series, area borders were plotted onto the flat map (outlined with dots in C).
Different magnifications and orientations of histological sections from the gyrus are provided
in Figures 2–5. Figure 2 shows the composition of dysgranular area 23d. The essential nature
of this cortex is determined by layer IV which is thin and variable. At some points layer IV
cannot be distinguished as shown with the “2X” pullout in Figure 2 at a point where neurons
in layer IV almost disappear (between the pair of asterisks), although this difference can even
be detected at the lower magnification. Figure 2 also provides macrophotographs of the
posterior cingulate gyrus through areas d23 (C.) and v23 (B.) and RSC is shown (D.) with a
pull out to emphasize its relationship with other areas in the gyrus. The dorsal subicular
rudiment (Sub) and indusium griseum (IG) form the fasciolate gyrus dorsal to the corpus
callosum and these areas are not part of the ventral bank of the cingulate gyrus. The ectosplenial
area 26 is transitional to retrosplenial areas 29 and 30 and is comprised mainly of a single
external pyramidal layer, although a few neurons can be seen in the inner pyramidal layer.
Figure 2 shows two anteroposterior levels of area 23; i.e., d23a/b (C.) and v23a/b (B.). These
macrophotographs show that area 31 forms the dorsal border of area 23b at all levels. Figure
3 extends the magnification of the area 23b divisions and includes exactly matched SMI32
preparations of neurofilament protein expression (NFP). Comparison with NeuN shows that
d23b has less densely packed layer II neurons, smaller pyramids in layer IIIc, a thin layer Va
and a relatively sparse layer Vb in comparison to the same layers in v23b. The NFP expressed
by large pyramids in both layers IIIc and Vb are more extensive in terms of numbers of labeled
neurons in v23b than in d23b. Also, the density of SMI32-labeled pyramids in layer Va in area
d23b is sparse in comparison to those in area v23b.
The structures of areas in the cingulate and splenial sulci are shown in Figure 4. Ventral area
24d is shown first for comparative purposes because it is agranular; i.e. lacks a layer IV. Since
this area contains the caudal cingulate motor area, it has many large pyramidal neurons in both
layers Va and Vb. The arrow pair between low and higher magnification photographs shows
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a location for part of the magnified photograph; a box was not placed on the former to avoid
obliterating the cytoarchitecture. Notice that no layer IV interdigitates between layers IIIc and
Va. Area 23c, in contrast, has a thin layer IV and a very dense layer V (Va in particular). Layer
IIIc is also comprised of larger neurons that are more sparse than in area 24d. As a rule, the
thickness of layers II–IV in area 23c is significantly greater than the infragranular layers V and
VI. Finally, area 31 has a more pronounced layer II, quite large layer IIIc pyramids, a broad
layer IV, thick layer Va and a less dense layer Vb than is the case for area 23c. Area 31 has
the thickest layer IV of any cingulate area.
To verify the relative differences in cytology in coronal sections, a brain cut in the horizontal
plane was analyzed for the PCC dichotomy and differentiation of area 31 as the most caudal
extension of the cingulate gyrus. This case is presented at three levels of magnification in Figure
5 where the progressive differentiation of the gyral surface is shown. Since the layer IV/Va
borders are aligned in each of the high magnification photographs and lines are drawn through
all section, it is possible to view progressive, rostral-to-caudal morphological changes. These
include the larger layer IIIc neurons in posterior areas v23b and 31, the particularly wide layer
IV in area 31 and the neuron dense layer Vb in both of these areas. Although shown as a
progression, there are qualitative differences in the organization of these areas. Most
importantly, area 31 shows a shift in the relative size of large deep and superficial neurons with
the largest ones in layer IIIc, while the largest ones are in layer Va of area 23. Area v23b has
more prominent layers IIIc and IV and more dense neuron packing in layer Vb than does area
d23b.
The average location for the border between the dorsal and ventral divisions of area 23 was
calculated from all cases after co-registration to Talairach coordinates and the histological
location of this border was identified for each co-registered case. The distance from the VCA
to the histological border was −5.4±0.17 cm and +1.97±0.08 cm from the bi-commissural line.
Correlation Analysis in Resting Glucose Metabolism
Four ROIs were localized based on the topography of histologically identified areas and regions
(dPCC, vPCC, area 23d, RSC). Each ROI subsumed the following areas: dPCC, areas 23d,
23c, d23a/b, 31; vPCC, areas v23a/b, 31; RSC, areas 29 and 30. The ROIs were co-registered
to the medial surface coordinates from Talairach and Tournoux and submitted to SPM2 analysis
with the MNI standardized space. The histological localization provided an independent means
of evaluating basal functional circuitry in a sample of cases of resting glucose metabolism.
Although some of the findings are interesting in terms of their topographical relationship to
previous reciprocal and monosynaptic projections (Vogt and Pandya, 1987; Cavada and
Goldman-Rakic, 1989; Carmichael and Price, 1995; Shibata and Yukie, 2003), they are not
necessarily monosynaptic circuits and we refer to correlated clusters of interest in the basal
state (bCCOI). Separate analyses identifying possible gender-related differences in bCCOI did
not show significant results for any ROI.
Figure 6 provides the glass brain and surface renderings of the bCCOI analysis for three ROIs.
The outcome for area 23d is not shown because it is almost the same as that for dPCC; i.e.,
more than 50% of the dPCC bCCOI are shared with area 23d. The dPCC and vPCC show
relatively non-overlapping patterns of correlated activity. For dPCC there is a broad swath on
the medial surface including almost all of MCC with the cingulate motor areas in the cingulate
sulcus, medial parietal area 7m (precuneus), and the supplementary and pre-supplementary
motor areas. A broad swath of correlated voxels is also on the lateral surface and includes
inferior parietal cortex and much of superior parietal area 7 and both hemispheres are essentially
the same. A similar analysis for area 23d (not shown) had almost the same pattern as for dPCC
and this suggests that much of the dPCC correlation analysis is dominated by area 23d.
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The bCCOI with vPCC is different in pattern and extent from that of dPCC. Activity on the
medial surface is limited to vPCC, ventral area 31, “medial” thalamus, and a small subgenual
part of ACC. This latter bCCOI may reflect a monosynaptic connection between the vPCC and
ACC (Vogt and Pandya, 1987). Correlated activity on the lateral surface was also quite limited
and included caudal temporal and occipital association areas. There was a small correlation on
the orbital surface of the left hemisphere and a small one in midtemporal cortex in the same
hemisphere. The RSC bCCOI was strikingly limited to the cingulate gyrus and thalamus.
To assess differences in overlap among the various bCCOI, contrasts were performed between
dPCC and vPCC as shown in Figure 7. The first analysis (dPCC>vPCC) confirmed the higher
functional connectivity of premotor and parietal areas with dPCC as compared to vPCC (A.)
parts of parietal cortex and an increase in associated correlations (A.). The second analysis
showed a higher modulation of vPCC with subgenual ACC, temporal, occipital and
orbitofrontal areas. Thus, the subtractions provide a clear delineation of the patterns of
correlated clusters of voxels for each ROI.
Validation of the correlations and graphic demonstration is provided in Figure 8. A voxel in
parietal cortex is shown with the cross hairs in two planes of section (−54, −44, 44). This voxel
was part of the large cluster of correlated voxels with the dPCC ROI. The graph of these 163
cases shows a significant r of 0.63, while that for vPCC is not significant at 0.15.
To formally test for possible influences of hemisphere-laterality on bCCOI, a separate analysis
was performed. The scans were spatially re-normalized using a symmetrical template
(Ashburner et al., 1999) and bCCOI obtained for the left hemisphere were compared to those
obtained in the flipped right hemisphere as done previously (Laureys et al., 2000). No
significant hemisphere-related differences in bCCOI were observed.
Discussion
The dorsal PCC includes areas 23d, d23a/b/c, and adjacent area 31, while ventral PCC includes
areas v23a/b and caudal area 31. The cytological analysis shows that area v23 has a more
neuron dense layer IV, more neurofilament-expressing layer Va neurons, a dense layer IIIc,
and a more dense layer Vb than does area d23. Neither division can be confused with area 31
which has a greater proportion of large layer IIIc pyramids relative to those in layer Va. The
dichotomy of PCC based on neuronal architecture confirms that in monkey (Vogt et al.,
2005). It is pivotal that each division receives different thalamic afferents because thalamic
inputs are associated with the primary functions of an area. Thus, Shibata and Yukie (2003)
showed that d23 has unique inputs from the mediodorsal, central latocellular, and ventral
anterior and lateral nuclei. Structural differentiation of PCC provides a powerful approach to
guide defining ROIs in an FDG-PET study that showed very different bCCOI for each PCC
division. This finding provides the basis for a new analysis of the functional imaging literature
and, as discussed below, the outcome of this analysis supports the expectation that each
subregion is involved in fundamentally different aspects of information processing; the vPCC
in self-reflection via engagements with subgenual ACC and the dPCC in visuospatial and body
orientation via interactions with numerous premotor areas including the cingulate motor areas.
Overview of Posteromedial Cingulate Function
Before considering the functions and connections of the dPCC and vPCC separately, it is
instructive to note imaging tasks that activate medial parietal cortex (precuneal area 7m), PCC
and RSC together; hence the function of this entire region. Burgess et al. (2001) used the virtual
reality of a complex town setting as a context for real world presentation of events, people, and
objects. Since subjects were scanned during retrieval, a memory component was also engaged.
Contrast of place with non-memory conditions activated a swath of medial cortex including
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precuneal area 7m, PCC, RSC, and posterior hippocampal and parahippocampal cortices. Thus,
many aspects of personal, spatial recognition and context, objects, and memory are triggered
during this task and these areas operate simultaneously under these conditions.
The PCC and RSC have long been recognized to be involved in memory access and topographic
orientation in human ablation (Valenstein et al., 1987), stroke (Takahashi et al., 1997; Maguire,
2001), and imaging (Maguire et al., 1999; Maguire, 2001; Piefke et al., 2003) studies. The
topokinetic memory network includes parietal, insular, cingulate and hippocampal cortices
(Berthoz, 1999). Neurons in area 23 of PCC code for the orbital position of the eye and respond
to large textured visual fields (Olson et al., 1993, 1996). This information together contributed
to the rationale for a four-region neurobiological model of the primate cingulate gyrus which
postulates the essential function of the PCC as subserving visuospatial orientation (Vogt et al.,
2004). The present question is not the overall function of this region or any one area, but rather,
to what extent can each component of these complex tasks be attributed to a unique structure/
function entity in the posterior cingulate gyrus and can the dorsal and ventral divisions of area
23 be functionally differentiated?
Functional Considerations: vPCC in Ongoing Self Monitoring
The four-region neurobiological model of cingulate cortex postulates that the ACC is involved
in autonomic driving and emotional memory, however, PCC also responds to emotional scripts
and faces even though it does not have direct autonomic connections (Neafsey et al., 1993;
George et al., 1995, 1996; Mayberg et al., 1999; Vogt et al., 2003, 2004). Is the emotional
driving of ACC and PCC equivalent? The important fact is that, although PCC is active during
simple emotions driven by faces or scripts, it is also activated by non-emotional scripts or faces
(Fink et al., 1996; Maguire and Mummery, 1999; Shah et al., 2001; Bernstein et al., 2002) as
shown in Figure 9 and excerpted from Vogt et al. (2003). In contrast, ACC is not active during
non-emotional face and script evaluation. Thus, the role of vPCC in emotion is different from
that of ACC and a hypothesis is needed that integrates current functional imaging and
connection information. The bCCOI study of vPCC showed a high level of correlated activity
in subgenual ACC and is interesting in terms of the reciprocal and monosynaptic connection
previously identified with anatomical techniques in monkey (Vogt and Pandya, 1987). We
propose that vPCC evaluates all information arriving through the ventral visual stream as
discussed below and this provides for an information flow that is continually assessed for the
emotional consequences of visual events and the emotional content is determined from
information stored in subgenual ACC. Thus, the vPCC is not part of an emotion system per
se, but provides the code for relevant information from visual sensory systems to evaluate
emotional content.
In addition to simple emotions, studies involving self reflection also activate vPCC. Johnson
et al. (2002) used such a task and the boundary of their activated region is outlined with black
dots in Figure 9 (self reflection ). The activation includes much but not all of vPCC and has
only a small extension into dPCC. Other studies of one’s own face (Kircher et al., 2001; Sugiura
et al., 2005), familiar faces (Maddock et al., 2001), and intentional self assessment (Kircher et
al., 2002) activate a similar region shown in the pull out in Figure 9B. A study by Denton et
al. (1999) demonstrated thirst activation in ACC; however, when brain activation was
correlated with the thirst score, a robust activation was shown posterior to the splenium of the
corpus callosum in vPCC. At first a thirst correlation may seem contradictory to the proposed
function for this region; however, if viewed as an assessment of internal state and for self-
relevance, this finding is compatible with the proposed function.
Not all studies meet our expectations for self-reflective function of vPCC. A third-person
reflection activated dPCC and vPCC, while the first person failed to activate vPCC (Ruby and
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Decety, 2001). It is possible that the references were too general and not subject-selective in
this study. Another study that may at first appear to be at odds with our conclusion is a study
of self-referential trait adjectives which showed an increase in ACC and a decrease in dPCC
(Kelley et al., 2002). This latter study, however, more likely engaged word selection processes
much as the verb generation task of Raichle et al. (1994) rather than an internal self-evaluative
state. The brain pattern of activation and inactivation sites supports its similarity to word
generation tasks (Raichle, 2000). Finally, Uddin et al. (2005) observed a higher level of
activation in vPCC while subjects assessed other faces than their own faces. It is possible that
differences among the stimuli were more subtle than in previous studies or we do not yet fully
understand processing of facial information in this region.
We propose that the vPCC is at an intermediate stage of information processing between visual
recognition in visual cortex and emotion-related substrate in sACC. In vPCC emotional objects
and past events are evaluated among many inputs for self relevance. In keeping with this view,
sensory facial recognition processing occurs on the fusiform gyrus before assessments of
emotional content in the cingulate gyrus (Grill-Spector et al., 2004). Emotional assessment of
objects and events first requires differentiation of potentially emotional objects/events from
non-emotional ones. Since valences are assigned in ACC, this region stores those memories
(George et al., 1995, 1996; Mayberg et al., 1999), regulates autonomic activity associated with
emotion (Neafsey et al., 1993), and no non-emotion activity drives ACC (Vogt et al., 2003),
the reciprocal connection between vPCC and ACC is very important to these processes. The
hypothesis for vPCC function suggests that it selects among emotion and non-emotion events
and assesses self relevance via interactions with ACC.
Functional Considerations: dPCC in Self Orientation in Visual Space
The dPCC may not be involved in emotion and non-emotion script and face processing (Fig.
9; Vogt et al., 2003) and it is this dorsal region of PCC in the monkey that contains neurons
responsive to the orbital position of the eye and large and textured visual field stimulation
(Olson et al., 1993,1996). Four studies plotted in the Figure 9 pull out report changes in this
region associated with visual feedback of moving hands (Inoue et al., 1998), predictability of
self-generated actions (Blakemore et al., 1997), free exploration in a virtual reality maze
(Maguire et al., 1998), and complex London route recall (Maguire et al., 1997). Thus, the role
of dPCC is in orientation of self and body in visual space.
Circuitry Analysis
Dorsal and ventral PCC differentiation and visual streams
In addition to differences in thalamic afferents to the monkey dorsal and ventral PCC observed
by Shibata and Yukie (2003), our bCCOI study in human shows a radical difference in
correlated voxels associated with the dPCC and vPCC and these differences reflect the
functional organization discussed above. Since approximately 50% of the bCCOI associated
with dPCC are also correlated with area 23d, the pattern and density of bCCOI with this area
was similar to that of dPCC. The most striking finding is that inputs to the two PCC divisions
are associated with the dorsal and ventral visual pathways as originally described by
Ungerleider and Mishkin (1982). They viewed the dorsal pathway as involved in spatial
processing, while the ventral pathway was mainly involved in object processing. Figure 10
takes the lateral surfaces from the bCCOI studies and aligns them in the context of the dorsal
and ventral visual pathways. There is a major association of dPCC and area 23d with posterior
parietal cortex as is also known from monosynaptic monkey connection studies (Vogt and
Pandya, 1987; Cavada and Goldman-Rakic, 1989). This circuit is maintained via intracingulate
processing such that bCCOI extend through most of MCC, including the cingulate motor areas
in the sulcus and supplementary/pre-supplementary motor cortices.
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The vPCC receives a massive input from the superior and middle temporal gyri in keeping
with projections of the ventral visual stream. In contrast to dPCC, the vPCC has only minimal
interactions with cingulate cortex and this is with subgenual ACC. As noted above, this region
is specifically involved in emotion because it stores emotional memories and drives autonomic
activity (Vogt et al., 2003). Processing in the vPCC/ACC circuit is enhanced via connections
through medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC). Although both the dorsal and ventral divisions
of PCC have a significant aggregate of bCCOI in mOFC, those with vPCC are shown in Figure
10 because of findings in monkey cortex. Carmichael and Price (1995; their Fig. 15) showed
that both perigenual area 24 and vPCC are connected with area 11m and suggest an important
site at which the combined activities in both cingulate areas interact in medial orbital cortex.
Thus, coordination of self assessments in vPCC with emotional memories in ACC and relevant
autonomic changes may occur in mOFC.
Motor access via the cingulate motor areas
The extensive bCCOI throughout MCC associated with the dPCC included the cingulate motor
areas and suggest a pivotal and direct linkage to motor output via the dPCC that is not shared
by the vPCC. Indeed, one of the criteria for identifying the midcingulate region is that it
regulates skeletomotor functions through two cingulate motor areas (CMA); one in anterior
MCC (rostral CMA-rCMA) and one in posterior MCC (caudal CMA-cCMA; reviewed in Vogt
et al., 2003, 2004). There is almost no evidence for a role in simple emotions or autonomic
functions for pMCC or dPCC (Vogt et al., 2003; Vogt, 2005) and nociceptive evoked potentials
demonstrate activity in this region which may be associated with movement outside the context
of pain. Bentley et al. (2003) showed that noxious thermal stimulation to the hand activated
sites in areas p24′, d23, and 23d. Niddam et al. (2005) applied noxious and innocuous electrical
stimulation to a finger muscle and activated two cingulate sites; one in area 24d where the
cCMA is located and one in area 23d. Furthermore, electrical stimulation of dPCC in epileptic
subjects evoked complex proprioceptive sensations (Richer et al., 1993) and the motor
relevance of this region was made explicit by Huang et al. (2004) who used
magnetoencephalography to evaluate movement-associated activity during self-paced, finger
lifting movements and showed a site in area 23d. Thus, activity in areas p24′ and 23d is
associated with direct access to the cCMA (Vogt, 2005) and this provides the final link in
circuitry for differential outputs from the dPCC that may arise in the dorsal visual stream.
There are likely indirect circuits by which vPCC and mOFC access the CMAs and the
consequences of their interactions with subgenual ACC may lead to outputs from the CMAs.
Notice that mOFC has substantial bCCOI with dPCC and mOFC has reciprocal connections
with the ventral parts of both dPCC and vPCC (Carmichael and Price, 1995) and neurons
between the orbital sulci project to MCC (Vogt and Pandya, 1987). Processing in the vPCC/
ACC circuit is enhanced via connections through mOFC as shown in Figure 10 and, compared
to the dPCC, the vPCC has a more significant aggregate of bCCOI in mOFC (Fig. 7B). These
findings are in line with those in monkey cited above. Thus, the loop to motor output from the
vPCC/ACC interaction in mOFC may be completed by projections from mOFC to dPCC
(dashed line/arrow in Fig. 10) and from there into premotor circuits. The dPCC, therefore, has
direct projections to CMAs, while that from the vPCC is indirect and possibly co-modulated
with mOFC projections.
Retrosplenial Cortex
The RSC is adjacent to dPCC and vPCC, it has reciprocal connections with area d23a (Vogt
and Pandya, 1987; Morris et al., 1999), and it participates in memory associated with the
functions of dPCC. For example, tasks requiring memory of routes learned from the
environment (Ghaem et al., 1997; Mellet et al., 2000) activate RSC and lesions, strokes, or
tumors in this region produce amnesia including topokinetic disorientation (Valenstein et al.,
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1987; Rudge and Warrington, 1991; Takahashi et al., 1997). In view of the direct connections
between RSC and dPCC and participation in common functions, the bCCOI analysis showed
a restricted cingulate gyrus pattern of correlated voxels most prominently located in the
posterior MCC and PCC, although there was an additional extension along the rostrum of the
corpus callosum. To the extent that bCCOI might demonstrate functional circuits, the RSC has
a restricted interaction throughout the cingulate gyrus. In spite of the heavy and monosynaptic
connections of RSC with parahippocampal cortex in the monkey (Vogt and Pandya, 1987), no
bCCOI were observed in this latter gyrus and it is unclear what this dissociation indicates about
the interactions of dPCC and parahippocampal areas in RSC. Although these observations
provide a striking mismatch between expected functional interactions based on monosynaptic
connections and bCCOI analysis, one reason for the apparent mismatch could be technical in
nature as discussed below.
Retrosplenial cortex is comprised of areas 29 and 30 and these areas are located on the ventral
bank of the cingulate gyrus in the callosal sulcus and form transitional structures between the
allocortical area 26 and isocortical area 23a (Braak, 1979; Vogt et al., 2001; Zilles, 2004).
Although Brodmann placed RSC on the caudomedial lobule, he was using a convoluted brain
to plot the areas. Since about 50% of PCC is in the callosal, cingulate, and splenial sulci, it was
not possible for him to accurately show the topographical limits of cortical areas in sulci without
flattening. His placing RSC on the surface of the caudomedial lobule instead of in the callosal
sulcus, led to the incorrect extrapolation by Talairach and Tournoux (1988) and other
standardized atlases of RSC to the surface of the posterior cingulate gyrus and the result is a
conflicting body of work about the functions of areas 23/31 and 29/30 (Vogt et al., 2000,
2001). Designation of cingulate areas at x= +/− 14 and y= −50 to −60 as RSC continues because
atlases refer to this as area 30 in parasagittal sections and in coronal sections at y= −55 to −60
it is labeled area 31. This cortex is comprised of areas v23a/b and v31 but not RSC.
Methodological Issues
An unavoidable limitation in our histological and metabolic study is that the histological
investigations were not and cannot be done in the same individuals as our in vivo metabolic
measurements. In part, this limitation was compensated for by the comparatively large number
of individuals investigated (6 histological; 163 metabolic). It is also important to stress that the
spatial resolution of PET imaging is low compared to the histological assessments. To enhance
anatomical localization, the PET data ideally should have been coregistered with MRI data for
each individual. Given that we did not possess the MRI data for all 163 individuals, this could
not be done. Although the results should be interpreted with caution, it is unlikely to alter the
relevance of our results given their high degree of significance when comparing vPCC and
dPCC differences in bCCOI.
Another restricting factor in the functional interpretation of the bCCOI analyses is that the PET
data were acquired during the so-called “resting state” (Gusnard and Raichle, 2001; Mazoyer
et al., 2001; Greicius et al., 2003). Since this “resting state” is not free of cognitive activity,
analysis of various challenge conditions according to the dPCC/vPCC dichotomy should
provide further insight into functional connectivity in both health and disease.
One of the dilemmas raised by the present findings is the lack of a substantial bCCOI to support
a connection between RSC and PCC reported previously in monkey (Vogt and Pandya,
1987; Morris et al., 1999). One possibility is that the interaction between these regions is not
easily engaged because they have resting states that are very different. Alternatively, this results
from the method itself. Defining the RSC ROI in the depths of the callosal sulcus requires
precision that may be at the limits of the coregistration approach for FDG-PET and there may
be substantial and extraneous white matter in the ROI. In this latter situation, it could be that
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a disproportionately high level of grey to white matter identifies bCCOI that do not actually
reflect resting CMRglu in the RSC and this could be misleading when evaluating the entire
cingulate gyrus and cerebral cortex.
Diffusion tensor imaging has become a popular means of analyzed white matter and it is
sometimes misconceived of as a tool for studying connections. Although it provides insight
into white matter architecture, it cannot show specific connections because it cannot track
connections from their origin in the gray matter to their termination sites in the gray matter.
Theoretically, it is impossible to tract single axons from their origin in a pyramidal neuron
axon hillock to its terminal field. Indeed, many “connections” that have been reported have
never been observed in monkey connection studies; i.e., they represent false positives. For
example, Guye et al. (2003) make excellent use of diffusion tensor imaging by coupling it with
a fast-marching tractography algorithm. Although this approach generated many connections
of primary motor cortex that can be supported from the literature, others simply do not exist
and include the following: middle cerebellar peduncle, occipital lobe, fornix, corpus callosum
(the distal limbs have no callosal connections), and posterior cingulate gyrus.
Concerns about diffusion tensor imaging can be similarly raised with the bCCOI method in
terms of false positive and false negative “connections.” The underlying assumption for the
present method is that areas with common resting levels of metabolism are more likely to
interchange information as the circuit is functionally engaged. There have been some surprising
supporting findings of established connections (vPCC and ACC; dPCC and mOFC;
differentiation of visual and parietal input to divisions of PCC). Indeed, the importance of
mOFC was not appreciated until these studies were completed. Although these connections
have counterparts in the monkey as discussed above, there are also outstanding mismatches
between predicted and observed results as also noted for RSC. Another mismatch is that,
although parietal projections to cingulate cortex are substantial (Vogt and Pandya, 1987;
Cavada and Goldman-Rakic, 1989), they are not nearly as broad as the bCCOI analyses suggest.
This may be viewed as a false positive but this in itself is of some interest. The PCC may have
a much greater access to parietal lobe output than suggested by neuroanatomical studies.
Although area LIP, for example, is a gateway by which parietal information reaches the
cingulate gyrus, activity in a much wider parietal region may influence cingulate functions
than previously thought. Thus, bCCOI analyses and diffusion tensor imaging do not provide
a precise and equivalent mapping of monosynaptic connections that can be achieved in monkey
cortex; however, even the fact that some of these connections can be identified is a rather
amazing and this provides a basis for studying further the functions of these circuits and their
reorganization in disease states.
The Future for Circuitry Analysis of Human Cingulate Cortex
The current results suggest many avenues for future development. Quantitative probability
maps of the areas on the cingulate gyrus would be useful in making modern maps of the
cingulate gyrus available to the general imaging research community. The need for maps based
on histological reality rather than poor extrapolations from Brodmann without histological
verification has been noted in the present study for RSC but similar comments are justified for
many areas in the cingulate gyrus including the subdivisions of MCC and ACC. The
cytoarchitectural complexion of the primate cingulate gyrus has changed radically from the
time of Brodmann. Probabilistic maps have proved useful for somatosensory cortex (Grefkes
et al., 2001) and Eichhoff et al. (2005) discuss a method for evaluating area localization using
SPM.
One of the most important advances will derive from evaluating the flow of information in
these networks and from assessing changes in connectivity during functional challenges. The
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most obvious undertaking will be to demonstrate the functional dichotomy of inputs to PCC
from the two visual systems. A recent report of the “what” and “where” processing streams
for tactile stimuli showed that MCC was primarily activated during tactile object recognition
(Reed et al., 2005). Similar studies would be most interesting to test hypotheses about
differential processing of visual information in similar pathways to vPCC and dPCC.
Linking the topography of transmitter systems with the dPCC and vPCC subregions will
provide important new information about circuitry and function that could lead to new avenues
of drug therapeutics. Direct linking of cytoarchitectural and receptor binding findings with
multivariate modeling has been demonstrated for human parietal cortex (Zilles and Palomero-
Gallagher, 2001) and its application to the cingulate gyrus in the monkey demonstrated
(Bozkurt et al., 2005). Now that the PCC dichotomy has been uncovered along with its circuitry
in human and monkey brains, we are certain to move closer to the underlying contributions of
the posterior cingulate gyrus to human behavior.
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A. Medial surface photograph with planes of flattening in the dorsal (single arrow) and
rostrocaudal (double arrow) orientations. B. Map of flattened sulci and gyri with the dorsal and
ventral banks of the cingulate gyrus noted. The fundi of the cingulate and splenial sulci are
dashed lines. The retrosplenial areas 29 and 30 were reflected ventrally below the edge of the
corpus callosum so as to not interfere with showing area 23. C. Distribution of areas from a
histological assessment (dotted lines) including an asterisk over the ventral branch (vb) of the
splenial sulci (spls) where the border between areas d23b and v23b was measured for co-
registration to standardized maps; also border #4 in Figure 6. The border between dPCC and
vPCC is aligned with the vb and centered on the asterisk. D. Regions of Interest outlined in
sagittal sections for the MNI brain (coordinates are the distance in mm from the midline)
including dPCC (white outlines), area 23d (part of dPCC formed by solid white area inside the
white outline), vPCC (black outlines), and retrosplenial cortex (RSC; white dots). cc, corpus
callosum; cgs, cingulate sulcus; mr, marginal ramus; pos, parieto-occipital sulcus; spls, splenial
sulci; vb, vertical branch of spls.
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Overview of key components of the PCC and RSC regions. The three asterisks in the cgs and
spls on the line drawing (A.) are where microphotographs were taken for sulcal areas in Figure
4. B. and C. are macrophotographs from levels through v23 and d23, respectively (asterisks
emphasize layer Va at this magnification). A pull-out from C. further magnifies the
retrosplenial areas 29 and 30 on the ventral bank of the cingulate sulcus. Area 26 is ectosplenial
cortex. D. Dysgranular area 23d is shown with a pull-out magnification of a point at which the
variability of layer IV (i.e., dysgranularity) is most evident. Between the asterisks it can be
seen that layer IV discontinues for a short distance. Sub, dorsal subiculum; IG, indusium
griseum.
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Cytological details of the dorsal and ventral divisions of area 23b. The breadth and neuron
densities in layers II, III, IV, and V are prominent. The density of NFP bearing neurons in
layers IIIc, Va, and Vb are greater in v23b than in d23d as shown in the right panels (SMI32).
Thus, phenotypic expression of NFP supports the dichotomy of PCC architecture observed in
NeuN preparations.
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Cingulate and splenial sulcal areas. Area 24d is provided as a comparison because it is
agranular; i.e., lacks a layer IV and layers IIIc and Va directly abut each other. The arrow pair
shows exactly which cortex was magnified at the right of the figure. In area 23c layers II–IV
are quite broad and layer IV is present though thin. Area 31 has a well developed layer IV and
the relative size of layer IIIc is greater than layer Va in contrast to other cingulate areas where
there is a relative size equivalency among neurons in these layers. The brackets on layer IV
emphasize difference in thickness in all areas.
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Horizontal sections show the progressive differentiation of PCC in the rostrocaudal direction.
The prominent ventral branch of the spls (vb) is shown in this section and areas d23a, d23b,
v23b, and 31 are present. Notice that retrosplenial area 29 is cut with a glancing section at this
level and no cytoarchitecture can be differentiated and the level of area 23a is quite dorsal and
starting to merge with area 23b and the thickness of layer Va is increased. The highest
magnification photographs were aligned on the layer IV/Va border and the other two borders
emphasize the striking elaboration of layers IV and Va. Although each panel is a separate
photograph, arrows are oriented to mark layer borders so the progressive differentiation of
different layers can be compared and appreciated. For example, follow the progressive increase
in width and neuron density of layer IV from the left to right of the figure.
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ROIs based on histological assessment and co-registration (Fig. 1D) were used to evaluate
CMRGlu in the resting state for 163 cases. SPM results were considered significant and are
shown at false discovery rate (FDR)-corrected p value <0.001 for A. dPCC, B. vPCC, and C.
RSC. The identified correlated voxels for each ROI suggest very different functional
connectivity for each ROI.
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Validation of the correlation analysis was performed by directly comparing bCCOI for each
division of PCC to determine the level of significant difference between the two bCCOI. There
is a reduction of medial prefrontal activity in dPCC and of posterior parietal activity in vPCC
suggesting some functional overlap in these two regions. The thalamic site in vPCC is lost
following interaction analysis with dPCC suggesting, that although thalamic activity was not
observed in the dPCC correlations (Fig. 6), some may be present at a subthreshold level.
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Plot of the regression between rCMRGlu in parietal cortex (x, y, z coordinates; −54, −44, 44
mm). Location of the parietal voxel is shown for two planes of section at the white cross hairs.
A significant correlation is shown with dPCC but not for vPCC. Each dot represents one subject.
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The four cingulate regions and their borders are shown with arrows and bold print in A (VCA,
vertical plane at the anterior commissure). Activations associated with three simple emotions
(happiness, anger, fear) generated with scripts or faces are shown as are those associated with
non-emotional scripts and faces with symbols for peak activation sites discussed in the text.
Overlap of emotional and non-emotional information processing suggests that vPCC has a
nonspecific role in emotion that is not the case for subgenual ACC. A. also shows differentiation
within PCC with the full area of activation in a study of self-reflection (black dots; Johnson et
al., 2002). B. Pull out of the posterior cingulate region with locations of peak-voxel activations
during self-reflection, third-person vs first person, and visuospatial self monitoring and
orientation.
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Differential information processing through the dorsal and ventral visual pathways to PCC
based on presented human bCCOI and previous monkey corticocortical connection studies. A
key function of PCC is in visuospatial orientation and visual processing pathways are preserved
into PCC according to the bCCOI analysis. A circuit hypothesis of the flow of information
through the cingulate gyrus is suggested to the rostral and caudal cingulate motor areas (rCMA,
cCMA) to account for differences in functional activity for the two divisions of PCC and a
terminal synthesis of information from the vPCC and ACC to medial orbitofrontal cortex
(mOFC). A link to premotor systems (dashed arrow) is suggested by bCCOI in OFC with the
dPCC ROI.
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